Three-space" (including agricultural space, urban and rural construction space, and ecological space) and "three-line" (including urban development boundary, prime farmland control line, basic ecological control line) planning has been regarded as an essential measure for China's city and county level "multiple-plan integration". It handles the multiple planning objectives of development management, agricultural land preservation, and ecological resource protection. This article proposes a rational planning with multi-criteria evaluation and spatial optimization (RP-MCE-SOP) framework for China's county-level "three-space" and "three-line" planning by following the rational planning (RP) model and taking advantages of multi-criteria evaluation (MCE) and spatial optimization (SOP) techniques. The framework includes five steps of building the SOP model, land suitability evaluation with MCE, optimization problem solving, post-processing of land allocation solutions, and applying post-processed solutions to "three-space" and "three-line" planning. The framework was implemented in Dongxihu District of Wuhan City with the Boolean aggregation and analytical hierarchy analysis (AHP) MCE techniques and the patch-based Non-dominated Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) SOP algorithm. The case study shows: (1) The framework is feasible and useful for assisting decision making in "three-space" and "three-line" planning. (2) The planning solutions protect ecologically sensitive spaces and high-quality agricultural land and plan future construction in the urban peripheral area or transportation convenient areas. (3) The solutions are useful for planning the hard boundaries for ecological resource protection and prime farmland preservation and setting both hard and soft boundaries for urban growth.
Introduction
Different levels of governments in China have implemented various spatial planning to guide and manage spatial development, preserve agricultural land, and protect ecological resources, such as major function oriented zoning, urban and rural comprehensive planning, land use planning, basic ecological control line or ecological red line planning, and so forth. These planning projects are designed and implemented by different governmental departments with different goals, while their planning contents have overlaps. The inconsistency and poor coordination between different planning projects have increased their implementation cost and reduced their effectiveness [1] [2] [3] . The Chinese available data, information, analysis, and modeling efforts to generate rational planning alternatives. The land use planning framework proposed by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) is a typical example of the rational planning model. There are two major procedures to generate planning alternatives by following the framework: land suitability evaluation and land allocation. Land suitability evaluates to what extent each land unit in the planning area is suitable for different land uses. Land allocation spatially allocates appropriate use to land units based on their land suitability levels [19, 20] . Land suitability evaluation is the fundamental step of the land allocation procedure.
Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE)
Multi-criteria evaluation (MCE), also known as multi-criteria decision making, aims to investigate a number of choice possibilities in light of multiple criteria and conflicting objectives. Land suitability evaluation is an MCE problem since multiple criteria have to be evaluated to determine the suitability level of land units for specific use [21] . MCE is usually implemented with the support of GIS for land suitability evaluation. Table 1 makes a summary of the MCE methods widely applied to land suitability evaluation and illustrates the main characteristics of each method. Table 1 . Multi-criteria evaluation (MCE) methods for land suitability evaluation.
Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) Methods Main Characteristics References
Boolean evaluation Each criterion is evaluated with binary values; multiple criteria are combined with AND/OR operation. [21] Weighted linear combination (WLC) Each criterion is evaluated with continuous values; multiple criteria are combined by multiplying each criterion with a user-supplied weight. [21] Analytical hierarchy analysis (AHP)
The MCE problem is interpreted with a hierarchical structure; each criterion is assessed with its lower-level criteria; multiple criteria are pairwise compared to derive the priority scales based on expert's knowledge. [22, 23] Outranking methods (OM)
OMs build a series of pair-wise comparisons, analyze the degree to which one alternative outranks the other on the specified criteria. [24] Ideal point analysis (IPA)
IPA estimates the suitability level of a land unit for a single land use type based on its distance (deviation) from the ideal point. [25] Artificial neural networks (ANN)
ANNs simulate the way that the human brain works; it provides a mechanism of learning by examples and adapts to new conditions not necessarily based on a priori knowledge.
[ 26] 2.3. Spatial Optimization (SOP) Spatial optimization (SOP) attempts to find the solutions that maximize or minimize one or more objectives subject to a few constraints, and spatial attributes, patterns or relationships that need to be handled. SOP is suitable for solving planning problems by following the rational planning model: the planning goals can be represented with the objectives; physical, socio-economic, and policy background can be incorporated and represented with the constraints; the planning alternatives can be generated through solving the SOP problem. Several SOP techniques, such as simulated annealing (SA), genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and ant colony optimization (ACO) have been developed and applied to land use planning, landscape planning, forest planning, natural reserve planning, and so forth [25, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Sustainability 2019, 11, 2997 5 of 23 Aerts and Heuvelink [30] applied SA to solve a multi-site land allocation problem by considering the objectives of minimizing development costs and maximizing spatial compactness of land use with a simulated dataset. Cao et al. [34] developed a boundary-based fast genetic algorithm (BFGA) to search for optimal planning solutions for sustainable land use. The solutions are achieved based on the trade-offs among economic, ecological, and social benefits, which were evaluated with GDP and land conversion cost, geological suitability and green space size, transportation accessibility and Not in My Back Yard influence (NIMBY), respectively. Liu et al. [35] developed a modified PSO algorithm for multi-objective (maximizing economic, social, and ecological benefits) land use planning in a coastal town in China by designing three patch-level operators. The economic, social, and ecological benefits are simply represented with the compactness level of land use, the scale of urban sprawl, and the area of forest, respectively. Masoomi et al. [36] developed a multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm (MOPSO) to find the optimum arrangement of urban land uses in parcel level by considering the objectives of maximizing compatibility, dependency, suitability, and compactness of land uses. Liu et al. [37] developed a multi-type ant colony optimization (MACO) algorithm for optimal land allocation in Panyu District of Guangzhou City by integrating the objectives of maximizing land suitability and spatial compactness and minimizing land conversion cost. The land suitability is evaluated by a linear combination of fourteen factors.
To summarize, even though SOP techniques have been widely applied to solve planning problems, previous research usually focuses on algorithm design. Planning problems are often simplified to implement and test the algorithms. For instance, economic, social, and ecological benefits or suitability are often evaluated with one or two simplified indicators. Little research has concentrated on taking advantage of SOP techniques to solve real-life planning problems that are more complicated. Because of this research gap, this article takes advantages of SOP techniques and real data to solve a real-life planning problem ("three-space" and "three-line" planning) at China's county-level and conducts a case study in a real planning area.
The RP-MCE-SOP Framework
The RP-MCE-SOP framework followed the rational planning model and integrated land suitability evaluation and land allocation procedures into a five-step workflow (Figure 1 ).
Step-1 explicitly interpreted the planning problem as an SOP problem and built the SOP model. Step-2 implemented the land suitability evaluation for agriculture, construction, and conservation respectively with MCE techniques, and the evaluation results were used in the SOP model. Step-3 solved the SOP problem to generate land allocation alternatives.
Step-4 post-processed the solutions generated in Step-3 by identifying the irrational pixels and redesigning their use based on planning knowledge. Step-5 applied the post-processed solutions to the "three-space" and "three-line" planning. 
Case Study

Study Area and Data
Dongxihu District is a county-level division in Wuhan City, China, with a total area of 496 km 2 .It includes ten townships of Wujiashan, Jiangjunlu, Jinyinhu, Jinghe, Cihui, Boquan, Dongshan, Xin'andu, Xingou, and Zoumaling. Wujiashan is the urban, socio-economic, and political center. The urban area is mainly in the townships of Wujiashan, Jiangjunlu, Jinyinhu, and Jinghe. Jinggang'ao Highway, Hurong Highway, and National Road 107 cross the area ( Figure 2 ). Dongxihu District is located in the suburban area of the Wuhan metropolitan area. It is also a National Ecological Demonstration Area with precious ecological resources of lakes, wetlands, and urban forests. Land use in Dongxihu District suffers great pressure from urban sprawl. Spatial planning has to handle the multiple objectives of urban development management, agricultural land protection, and ecological resource protection. Therefore, it is highly suitable to be selected as the case study area for testing the proposed framework for "three-space" and "three-line" planning. The data used for the case study and their sources are listed in Table 2 .
The rational planning with multi-criteria evaluation and spatial optimization (RP-MCE-SOP) framework for China's county-level "three-space" and "three-line" planning.
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Dongxihu District is a county-level division in Wuhan City, China, with a total area of 496 km 2 . It includes ten townships of Wujiashan, Jiangjunlu, Jinyinhu, Jinghe, Cihui, Boquan, Dongshan, Xin'andu, Xingou, and Zoumaling. Wujiashan is the urban, socio-economic, and political center. The urban area is mainly in the townships of Wujiashan, Jiangjunlu, Jinyinhu, and Jinghe. Jinggang'ao Highway, Hurong Highway, and National Road 107 cross the area ( Figure 2 ). Dongxihu District is located in the suburban area of the Wuhan metropolitan area. It is also a National Ecological Demonstration Area with precious ecological resources of lakes, wetlands, and urban forests. Land use in Dongxihu District suffers great pressure from urban sprawl. Spatial planning has to handle the multiple objectives of urban development management, agricultural land protection, and ecological resource protection. Therefore, it is highly suitable to be selected as the case study area for testing the proposed framework for "three-space" and "three-line" planning. The data used for the case study and their sources are listed in Table 2 . Current land use data were obtained through combination and reclassification of two datasets: the GlobelLand30 land cover data and the 1:10,000 land use map (2010). In response to the requirements of "three-space" planning," this research reclassified land use into three types: agricultural land, construction land, and conservation land. Conservation land is the combination of forest, grassland, wetland, and water bodies. In China's county-level land use planning, the suggested scale of the planning maps is 1:50,000, and the smallest patch shown on the planning maps is 5 hectares or 25 hectares [38] . "Three-space" and "three-line" planning designs spatial allocation Current land use data were obtained through combination and reclassification of two datasets: the GlobelLand30 land cover data and the 1:10,000 land use map (2010). In response to the requirements of "three-space" planning," this research reclassified land use into three types: agricultural land, construction land, and conservation land. Conservation land is the combination of forest, grassland, wetland, and water bodies. In China's county-level land use planning, the suggested scale of the planning maps is 1:50,000, and the smallest patch shown on the planning maps is 5 hectares or 25 hectares [38] . "Three-space" and "three-line" planning designs spatial allocation pattern of agricultural, urban and rural construction, and ecological space and delineates control boundaries with which other spatial planning needs to keep consistent. Meanwhile, it gives other spatial planning projects some flexibility in planning land use at the local level. Therefore, the spatial resolution of the "three-space" and "three-line" planning maps should not be higher than that of the land use planning maps. Based on this context, we represented the planning area with a grid of cells; each cell represented a 300 m × 300 m (9 hectares) area in real life. However, if a patch was composed of less than 3 cells, it was not be shown on the map. This indicates that the smallest patch on the current land use map ( Figure 3d ) and the "three-space" and "three-line" planning maps is 27 hectares. This representation method takes care of the spatial resolution requirement of the planning and helped maintain the shape of patches. The reclassified current land use map is shown in Figure 3d . pattern of agricultural, urban and rural construction, and ecological space and delineates control boundaries with which other spatial planning needs to keep consistent. Meanwhile, it gives other spatial planning projects some flexibility in planning land use at the local level. Therefore, the spatial resolution of the "three-space" and "three-line" planning maps should not be higher than that of the land use planning maps. Based on this context, we represented the planning area with a grid of cells; each cell represented a 300 m × 300 m (9 hectares) area in real life. However, if a patch was composed of less than 3 cells, it was not be shown on the map. This indicates that the smallest patch on the current land use map ( Figure 3d ) and the "three-space" and "three-line" planning maps is 27 hectares. This representation method takes care of the spatial resolution requirement of the planning and helped maintain the shape of patches. The reclassified current land use map is shown in Figure 3d . 
Implementation of the RP-MCE-SOP Framework in Dongxihu District of Wuhan City
Building the Spatial Optimization Model
"Three-space" and "three-line" planning plays a connection and coordination role in China's county-level "multiple-plan integration." It has to fulfill the standards imposed by city-level or province-level planning. Also, it provides guidance and basic control lines for other county-level spatial planning. Besides, it attempts to handle the multiple planning objectives of development management, agricultural land preservation, and ecological resource protection.
The "three-space" includes agricultural space, urban and rural construction space, and ecological space, and "three-space" planning allocates each land unit for one of the three uses (agriculture, construction or conservation). Meanwhile, in the planning context, land units allocated for the same use are expected to be compactly allocated. Based on this background, four objectives were designed in the SOP model for "three-space" and "three-line" planning, including maximizing agricultural, construction, and ecological suitability, respectively, and maximizing spatial 
Implementation of the RP-MCE-SOP Framework in Dongxihu District of Wuhan City
Building the Spatial Optimization Model
The "three-space" includes agricultural space, urban and rural construction space, and ecological space, and "three-space" planning allocates each land unit for one of the three uses (agriculture, construction or conservation). Meanwhile, in the planning context, land units allocated for the same use are expected to be compactly allocated. Based on this background, four objectives were designed in the SOP model for "three-space" and "three-line" planning, including maximizing agricultural, construction, and ecological suitability, respectively, and maximizing spatial compactness. Moreover, county-level planning has to fulfill area or percentage limits for each space imposed by the higher-level (provincial-level or city-level) government. These limits were incorporated into the SOP model as constraints. Another constraint was to protect current conservation land from being used for agricultural or construction activities.
The planning area was represented with a grid, and each cell in the grid represented a land unit. The mathematical formulation of the SOP model is as follows.
Objective 1: maximize agricultural suitability
Objective 2: maximize construction suitability
Objective 3: maximize ecological suitability
Objective 4: maximize spatial compactness. It is represented by maximizing the number of cells allocated for the same use in each cell's eight neighboring cells
where:
Equations (4) and (5) can be better explained with Figure 4 . In spatial planning, we expect compact land allocation patterns (like Figure 4b ) rather than scattered or random land allocation patterns (like Figure 4a ). In Figure 4c , for cell R2 and R3, there are seven or eight neighboring cells allocated for the same use with the cell; this pattern encouraged compact land allocation. In contrast, for cell R1, there is only one cell allocated for the same use with the cell; this pattern resulted in scattered land allocation. compactness. Moreover, county-level planning has to fulfill area or percentage limits for each space imposed by the higher-level (provincial-level or city-level) government. These limits were incorporated into the SOP model as constraints. Another constraint was to protect current conservation land from being used for agricultural or construction activities. The planning area was represented with a grid, and each cell in the grid represented a land unit. The mathematical formulation of the SOP model is as follows.
Objective 1: maximize agricultural suitability (1)
Objective 4: maximize spatial compactness. It is represented by maximizing the number of cells allocated for the same use in each cell's eight neighboring cells (4) where:
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Equations (4) and (5) can be better explained with Figure 4 . In spatial planning, we expect compact land allocation patterns (like Figure 4b ) rather than scattered or random land allocation patterns (like Figure 4a ). In Figure 4c , for cell R2 and R3, there are seven or eight neighboring cells allocated for the same use with the cell; this pattern encouraged compact land allocation. In contrast, for cell R1, there is only one cell allocated for the same use with the cell; this pattern resulted in scattered land allocation. 
Constraints:
The upper and lower limit for the number of cells allocated for each use. 
The upper and lower limit for the number of cells allocated for each use.
Current conservation land is protected from agricultural or construction activities.
x ijcsv = 1, When LUC ijcsv = 1 (7)
In the above formulas, K is the number of land use types. M and N are the total number of rows and columns of the planning area. When cell (i, j) is allocated for land use k, x ijk = 1; otherwise, x ijk = 0. Specifically, when cell (i, j) is allocated for agriculture, x ijagr = 1; otherwise, x ijagr = 0. Similarly, x ijcst = 1 and x ijcsv = 1 represent cell (i, j) is used for construction and conservation, respectively. S ijagr , S ijcst , and S ijcsv are the land suitability level of cell (i, j) used for agriculture, construction, and conservation, respectively, also the objective function value (OFV) of the land allocation solution for Objective 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Compactness is the spatial compactness level. LUC ijcsv = 1 represents cell (i, j) is currently used for conservation. A kmin and A kmax are the lower and higher limits for the number of units allocated for land use k, respectively ( Land suitability evaluation is an important procedure in the rational planning model. Also, the land suitability levels of each unit for agriculture, construction, and conservation (S ijagr , S ijcst and S ijcsv in Equations (1)-(3)) are important parameters in the SOP model. The evaluation of land suitability for a specified use is a MCE problem. There are two main tasks: establishing the criteria for the evaluation and implementing the MCE to obtain evaluation results.
(1) Land Suitability Evaluation Criteria Much research has been done on the evaluation of land suitability for agriculture, construction, and conservation. Based on the criteria in previous research, the local contexts of Dongxihu District, and the requirements of "three-space" and "three-line" planning, this article establishes the criteria in Tables 4-6 for the evaluation of land suitability for agriculture, construction, and conservation, respectively. (2) Land Suitability Evaluation Methods and Results
As to the land suitability evaluation for agriculture and construction, the multiple criteria were evaluated and aggregated through the analytical hierarchy analysis (AHP) method assisted with the knowledge of local experts [23] . The land suitability level of each cell for a specified use was finally normalized to the range [0, 1] through dividing it by the highest suitability level of all cells for the same use in the whole area. Then, all land units were classified into five classes based on their land suitability for agriculture and construction, respectively. The classification was done through the Jenks natural breaks classification method to minimize the variance within classes and maximize the variance between classes [58] . The land suitability level increased from Class 1 to Class 5. Figure 5a ,b are the land suitability classification maps for agriculture and construction, respectively. knowledge of local experts [23] . The land suitability level of each cell for a specified use was finally normalized to the range [0, 1] through dividing it by the highest suitability level of all cells for the same use in the whole area. Then, all land units were classified into five classes based on their land suitability for agriculture and construction, respectively. The classification was done through the Jenks natural breaks classification method to minimize the variance within classes and maximize the variance between classes [58] . The land suitability level increased from Class 1 to Class 5. Figure 5a ,b are the land suitability classification maps for agriculture and construction, respectively. As for the land suitability evaluation for conservation, the multiple criteria were combined through (OR) Boolean aggregation; once a cell meets one or more criteria, it was given a suitability value of 1; otherwise, it was given a suitability value of 0. This Boolean aggregation method was adopted because meeting any criterion would make the land unit ecologically sensitive or significant, and therefore it needed to be protected from agricultural or construction activities. Then, based on the land suitability value, all land units were classified into two classes. Class 1 included the land units suitable for conservation, while Class 2 included the land units not suitable for conservation. Figure 5c is the land suitability classification map for conservation.
Readers can get more information about the land suitability evaluation procedure from our previous research [59] .
Spatial Optimization Problem Solving
(1) Patch-Based Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II)
In this article, a land allocation alternative is represented with a grid, and a patch-based NSGA-II algorithm was developed and applied to solve the SOP problem. NSGA-II is a multi-objective optimization algorithm that attempts to identify non-dominated solutions that provide different trade-offs between multiple objectives; these solutions cannot improve one objective without degrading some others [60] .
In previous research, we developed a knowledge-informed NSGA-II to solve a multi-objective land allocation (MOLA) problem [28] . Three knowledge-informed operators were designed to encourage compact land allocation following the patch-based idea, including edge_crossover, patch_based_mutation, and constraint_edge_mutation. Edge_crossover exchanged land use types of the edge cells between two patches. Patch_based_mutation mutated land use type of patches instead of randomly selected cells and took care of patch shape diversity. Constraint_edge_mutation steered infeasible solutions to feasible ones by mutating the land use type of edge cells. The knowledgeinformed NSGA-II has been proven more effective and efficient than the classical NSGA-II in solving the MOLA problem. To design the patch-based NSGA-II for solving the SOP problem in this article, we kept the edge_crossover and patch_based_mutation operators in the knowledge-informed NSGA-II but made a minor revision to the constraint_edge_mutation operator to design a As for the land suitability evaluation for conservation, the multiple criteria were combined through (OR) Boolean aggregation; once a cell meets one or more criteria, it was given a suitability value of 1; otherwise, it was given a suitability value of 0. This Boolean aggregation method was adopted because meeting any criterion would make the land unit ecologically sensitive or significant, and therefore it needed to be protected from agricultural or construction activities. Then, based on the land suitability value, all land units were classified into two classes. Class 1 included the land units suitable for conservation, while Class 2 included the land units not suitable for conservation. Figure 5c is the land suitability classification map for conservation.
In previous research, we developed a knowledge-informed NSGA-II to solve a multi-objective land allocation (MOLA) problem [28] . Three knowledge-informed operators were designed to encourage compact land allocation following the patch-based idea, including edge_crossover, patch_based_mutation, and constraint_edge_mutation. Edge_crossover exchanged land use types of the edge cells between two patches. Patch_based_mutation mutated land use type of patches instead of randomly selected cells and took care of patch shape diversity. Constraint_edge_mutation steered infeasible solutions to feasible ones by mutating the land use type of edge cells. The knowledge-informed NSGA-II has been proven more effective and efficient than the classical NSGA-II in solving the MOLA problem. To design the patch-based NSGA-II for solving the SOP problem in this article, we kept the edge_crossover and patch_based_mutation operators in the knowledge-informed NSGA-II but made a minor revision to the constraint_edge_mutation operator to design a constraint_edge_suitability_mutation operator. Figures 6 and 7 briefly illustrate how the edge_crossover and patch_based_mutation work. Readers can get more information about the algorithm designation and performance from our previous research [61] . In Section 4.2.2 (2), all land units in the planning area were classified based on their land suitability levels for agriculture, construction, and conservation, respectively. In the planning context, adjacent land units with similar suitability levels for a specified use are more likely to be allocated for the same use. The operator of constraint_edge_suitability_mutation was designed to take advantage of this planning knowledge and the land suitability classifications ( Figure 5 ). Figure 8 includes an example and pseudo-code illustrating how the operator works.
The patch-based NSGA-II was applied to solve the SOP problem formulated in Section 4.2.1. The population size, crossover rate, and mutation rate employed in the algorithm are 80, 1.0, and 0.3, respectively. These parameters were set based on a previous test of the knowledge-informed NSGA-II. The algorithm was set to terminate at the 3000 th -generation when the solutions make little improvement with increasing generations. Such termination status makes a compromise between the solution quality and the computational cost [61] . In Section 4.2.2 (2), all land units in the planning area were classified based on their land suitability levels for agriculture, construction, and conservation, respectively. In the planning context, adjacent land units with similar suitability levels for a specified use are more likely to be allocated for the same use. The operator of constraint_edge_suitability_mutation was designed to take advantage of this planning knowledge and the land suitability classifications ( Figure 5 ). Figure 8 includes an example and pseudo-code illustrating how the operator works.
The patch-based NSGA-II was applied to solve the SOP problem formulated in Section 4.2.1. The population size, crossover rate, and mutation rate employed in the algorithm are 80, 1.0, and 0.3, respectively. These parameters were set based on a previous test of the knowledge-informed NSGA-II. The algorithm was set to terminate at the 3000 th -generation when the solutions make little improvement with increasing generations. Such termination status makes a compromise between the solution quality and the computational cost [61] . In Section 4.2.2 (2), all land units in the planning area were classified based on their land suitability levels for agriculture, construction, and conservation, respectively. In the planning context, adjacent land units with similar suitability levels for a specified use are more likely to be allocated for the same use. The operator of constraint_edge_suitability_mutation was designed to take advantage of this planning knowledge and the land suitability classifications ( Figure 5 ). Figure 8 includes an example and pseudo-code illustrating how the operator works. (
2) Spatial Optimization Results
Among all non-dominated solutions generated by the patch-based NSGA-II, four representative solutions were selected for mapping and further analysis. Solutions (a-d) are the solutions with the highest OFV on Objective 1-4, respectively. In the planning context, they were the agricultureoriented solution, construction-oriented solution, conservation-oriented solution, and the solution maximizing spatial compactness, respectively. Table 7 lists the OFV of each objective and the area of each land use in the four solutions. Figure 9 is the mapping of the solutions. The patch-based NSGA-II was applied to solve the SOP problem formulated in Section 4.2.1. The population size, crossover rate, and mutation rate employed in the algorithm are 80, 1.0, and 0.3, respectively. These parameters were set based on a previous test of the knowledge-informed NSGA-II. The algorithm was set to terminate at the 3000th-generation when the solutions make little improvement with increasing generations. Such termination status makes a compromise between the solution quality and the computational cost [61] .
(2) Spatial Optimization Results Among all non-dominated solutions generated by the patch-based NSGA-II, four representative solutions were selected for mapping and further analysis. Solutions (a-d) are the solutions with the highest OFV on Objective 1-4, respectively. In the planning context, they were the agriculture-oriented solution, construction-oriented solution, conservation-oriented solution, and the solution maximizing spatial compactness, respectively. Table 7 lists the OFV of each objective and the area of each land use in the four solutions. Figure 9 is the mapping of the solutions. Among all non-dominated solutions generated by the patch-based NSGA-II, four representative solutions were selected for mapping and further analysis. Solutions (a-d) are the solutions with the highest OFV on Objective 1-4, respectively. In the planning context, they were the agricultureoriented solution, construction-oriented solution, conservation-oriented solution, and the solution maximizing spatial compactness, respectively. Table 7 lists the OFV of each objective and the area of each land use in the four solutions. Figure 9 is the mapping of the solutions. The four solutions provided different trade-offs between the four objectives. The differences were reflected by their OFVs on each objective, the area of each land use, and the mapping of solutions. Solution (a-c) gave priority to agricultural suitability, construction suitability, and conservation suitability, respectively. There were less scattered land units in solution (d), and the spatial compactness level of land allocation was the highest among the four solutions.
When the mappings of the solutions were compared, the four solutions showed globally similar but locally different patterns. All four solutions allocated future construction mainly in the current urban peripheral area. The township centers of Xingou and Dongshan were also planned for sprawl. Moreover, a few villages along the highways or National Road 107 were also planned for development. Meanwhile, agricultural land was mainly allocated in the townships of Dongshan, Xin'andu, Xin'gou, and Zoumaling, resulting in a large patch. Conservation land mainly included water bodies, wetland, and historical and tourism sites. To summarize, the four solutions planned to protect ecologically sensitive areas and agricultural land with large patch size and higher suitability. Also, they planned the space for urban sprawl and encourage construction expansion in areas with convenient transportation. The local differences were mainly concerned with where new construction land was allocated. Compared to Solution (a) and (c), Solution (b) planned larger spaces for urban and township center growth. The difference in the mapping patterns will be further analyzed in Section 4.2.5 (2) .
Even though the global land allocation patterns in the four solutions are rational, there are some irrational local patterns. For instance, the township center of Xin'andu was not maintained. This township is far from the urban center and evaluated as less suitable for construction ( Figure 5b ). However, based on planning knowledge, even though the township center is not suitable for further development, its current construction area should be maintained. Also, there are a few scattered patches smaller than 27 hectares; they are not expected to be shown on the planning maps. The land uses of most scattered units fail to be optimized based on their surrounding land units. With these irrational local patterns, these solutions cannot be directly applied for "three-space" and "three-line" planning. They have to be post-processed based on the planning knowledge.
Post-Processing of Land Allocation Solutions
Considering the irrational local patterns in the solutions generated from spatial optimization, we propose a two-step post-processing procedure for the solutions based on the current land use (Figure 3d ) and the expected minimum patch size of 27 hectares. The first step aimed to maintain current construction land with higher suitability; the second step determined the land use of the patches smaller than 27 hectares based on their surrounding land units.
The pseudo-code of the two-step post-processing procedure is shown in Figure 10 . Table 8 lists the area of each land use in the post-processed solutions. The four post-processed solutions all satisfied the area/percentage limits in Table 3 . Figure 11 is the mapping of the post-processed solutions. (1) Planning of the "Three-Space" and "Three-Line"
The "three-space" can be planned based on the land allocation solutions. The land units allocated for agriculture, construction, and conservation can be planned for the agricultural space, the urban and rural construction space, and the ecological space, respectively.
Then the basic ecological control line, the prime farmland control line, and the urban development boundary will be planned one by one.
First, the basic ecological control line protected four large ecological spaces that provide significant ecological service for the planning area, including Fuhe Wetland Park, Jingyinhu National Park, Hanjiang ecological space, as well as an agriculture and tourism ecological space that consists of the Boquan historical and tourism site and some waterbodies for developing freshwater aquaculture. The space inside the basic ecological control line needed to be strictly protected from construction activities.
Then, the prime farmland control line protected prime farmland from being used for construction activities. Agricultural land with large patch sizes, higher productivity, and well drainage and irrigation facilities are suggested to be planned as prime farmland [62, 63] . In the land suitability classification map for agriculture (Figure 5a ), the space in Class 5 was evaluated as most suitable for agriculture based on a comprehensive evaluation of physical, soil, facility, socio-economic, and location factors. The land suitability map ( Figure 5a ) was combined with the post-processed solutions (Figure 11a,b) . The agricultural space in Class 5 and with large patch size was planned as prime farmland protection space. The remaining agricultural space was planned as normal agricultural space. The boundary of the prime farmland protection space was planned as the prime farmland control line.
Finally, the urban development boundary acted as the control boundary for urban sprawl in the planning term. There are a few widely accepted criteria for planning the urban development boundary: (a) Urban development boundary encourages compact urban development while prevents scattered or leapfrog urban development. (b) Urban sprawl should not encroach on the basic ecological space and the prime farmland protection space. (c) The space inside the urban development boundary should be larger than the planned urban construction space; some planners suggest that it be 1.15-1.2 times as large as the planned urban construction space [64, 65] . Based on the above criteria, we overlapped the land suitability map for agriculture ( Figure 5a ) with the land suitability map for construction ( Figure 5b ). The intersections of Class 4-5 in Figure 5a and Class 1-3 in Figure 5b were extracted. Then, the intersection space that enclosed the largest and spatially contiguous construction space was identified, and its boundary was planned as the urban development boundary. As a result, the urban development space was 1.14 and 1.19 times as large as the planned urban construction space in Solution (a) and (b), respectively. In both solutions, the townships of Wujiashan, Cihui, Jinyinhu, Jiangjunlu, Jinghe, and Zoumaling were mainly planned for urban development. There was no prime farmland protection space inside the urban development boundary. Even though the Jingyihu National Park was inside the boundary, the basic ecological control line protected it from construction activities.
The planning maps generated based on Solution (a) and (b) are shown in Figure 12a ,b respectively. control line and the basic ecological control line were hard boundaries: agricultural and construction activities were forbidden inside the basic ecological control line; the land inside the prime farmland control line should have been guaranteed for agricultural activities; the land inside both boundaries were protected from urban development, and the two boundaries together served as the hard boundary for urban development.
(a) (b) The main difference between the two solutions is the size and spatial distribution of the planned space for urban and rural construction. The urban and rural construction space in Solution (a) ( Figure  12a ) was smaller than that in Solution (b) (Figure 12b ), since in the spatial optimization procedure Solution (a) gave priority to agricultural activities while Solution (b) gave priority to construction activities. Many Chinese scholars suggest planning both hard and soft boundaries for urban growth to increase flexibility and predictability of planning [62, [64] [65] [66] . Urban growth is encouraged inside the soft boundary, allowed but controlled between the soft and hard boundary, and forbidden outside the hard boundary. The urban development boundary is supposed to be the hard boundary, while the boundary of the planned urban construction space can act as the soft boundary. Solutions (a) and (b) provide soft boundaries for urban growth under different development scenarios.
Discussion and Conclusions
This article proposes an RP-MCE-SOP framework to support "three-space" and "three-line" planning at China's county level. The framework followed the rational planning model and integrated multi-criteria evaluation (MCE) and spatial optimization (SOP) techniques. It included five steps of building the SOP model, land suitability evaluation with MCE, optimization problem solving, post-processing of land allocation solutions, and applying post-processed solutions to "three-space" and "three-line" planning. The framework was implemented in Dongxihu District of Wuhan City with the Boolean aggregation and AHP MCE techniques and a patch-based NSGA-II SOP algorithm as a case study.
The case study showed that the framework is feasible and useful for supporting decision making in county-level "three-space" and "three-line" planning. "Three-line" planning solutions set the hard boundaries for ecological resource protection, prime farmland preservation, and urban growth. "three-space" planning solutions protect ecologically sensitive spaces and agricultural land with large patch size and higher suitability, and allocate future construction mainly in the urban peripheral area or transportation convenient areas; meanwhile, they are useful for planning the soft boundaries for urban growth. (2) Solution Comparison When the two planning maps were compared, they showed a high level of similarity. The spatial distributions of the basic ecological control line, the prime farmland control line, and the urban development boundary were almost the same in the two solutions. First, in both solutions, the basic ecological control line enclosed four large ecological spaces. Second, the prime farmland protection space was mainly located in the townships of Dongshan, Xin'andu, Xingou, Zoumaling, and Boquan, while the agricultural space inside the urban growth boundary was planned as normal agricultural space. The agricultural space in the buffer zones between agricultural space and construction space was often planned as normal agricultural space. Third, the townships of Wujiashan, Cihui, Jinyinhu, Jiangjunlu, Jinghe, and Zoumaling were mainly planned for urban development. The prime farmland control line and the basic ecological control line were hard boundaries: agricultural and construction activities were forbidden inside the basic ecological control line; the land inside the prime farmland control line should have been guaranteed for agricultural activities; the land inside both boundaries were protected from urban development, and the two boundaries together served as the hard boundary for urban development.
The main difference between the two solutions is the size and spatial distribution of the planned space for urban and rural construction. The urban and rural construction space in Solution (a) (Figure 12a ) was smaller than that in Solution (b) (Figure 12b ), since in the spatial optimization procedure Solution (a) gave priority to agricultural activities while Solution (b) gave priority to construction activities. Many Chinese scholars suggest planning both hard and soft boundaries for urban growth to increase flexibility and predictability of planning [62, [64] [65] [66] . Urban growth is encouraged inside the soft boundary, allowed but controlled between the soft and hard boundary, and forbidden outside the hard boundary. The urban development boundary is supposed to be the hard boundary, while the boundary of the planned urban construction space can act as the soft boundary. Solutions (a) and (b) provide soft boundaries for urban growth under different development scenarios.
The case study showed that the framework is feasible and useful for supporting decision making in county-level "three-space" and "three-line" planning. "Three-line" planning solutions set the hard boundaries for ecological resource protection, prime farmland preservation, and urban growth. "three-space" planning solutions protect ecologically sensitive spaces and agricultural land with large patch size and higher suitability, and allocate future construction mainly in the urban peripheral area or transportation convenient areas; meanwhile, they are useful for planning the soft boundaries for urban growth.
This article makes two main contributions: proposing an empirical framework that instructs the implementation of "three-space" and "three-line" planning at China's county-level step by step; illustrating how MCE and SOP techniques can be used in the framework. The objective of the case study was to illustrate how the framework works, test its feasibility, and identify problems during its implementation, instead of generating planning alternatives that can be directly used in the study area. Some procedures in the case study are not illustrated in detail in this article, such as the implementation of Boolean aggregation and AHP for land suitability evaluation and the designation of the patch-based NSGA-II, since they have been well explained in our previous publications [28, 29] .
The limitations of this study and the directions for future research are discussed in the following paragraphs.
First, the framework is proposed for China's county-level "three-space" and "three-line" planning based on the premise that the percentages of the three spaces have been set in province-level planning. This assumption has been made based on China's hierarchical spatial planning system and the experiences gained from pilot spatial planning practices. The case study has proven the feasibility and efficacy of the framework in assisting decision making in county-level "three-space" and "three-line" planning. However, real-life planning is much more complicated than the five-step workflow of the framework and requires close collaboration among the local government, planning professionals, and the public. Applying the framework to generate land allocation solutions is not the end of the planning procedure. The local government and planning professionals need to evaluate whether the solutions are rational and fulfill the benefits of the public based on their understanding of local physical, socio-economic conditions and development strategies. If not, the rating, weighting, and classification systems in land suitability evaluations and the parameters in spatial optimization modeling require adjustment. The planning decision making procedure may need a few rounds of land suitability evaluation, spatial optimization modeling, and solution evaluations from planners. Moreover, because different counties in China show large differences for their physical, socio-economic conditions and development strategies, the appropriate criteria and parameters applied in the framework depend greatly on local contexts. However, it is necessary to establish such a framework that provides a scientific methodology, a technical guideline, and a rational workflow to assist local governments and planners with decision making.
Second, in the case study, the percentages of the three spaces have not been set by the higher-level government. We set such percentages by referring to the Land Use Planning of Wuhan City (2006-2020) [39] , Land Use Planning Outline of Dongxihu District in Wuhan City (2006-2020) [40] , and Urban Comprehensive Planning of Wuhan (2006-2020) [41] , as well as consulting the governmental officials in the Department of Land, Resource and Planning of Dongxihu District. Instead of setting a fixed percentage, we set upper and lower limits for the percentage of each space by considering decision uncertainty and in order to improve planning flexibility. Moreover, since the above planning projects design land use plans in the study area until 2020, the proposed framework was applied for short-term "three-space" and "three-line" planning until 2020. When the planning term is extended, the percentages for the three spaces will be adjusted based on the local resource, socio-economic conditions, and development strategies. Theoretically, the framework will still work for long-term planning. However, if the framework is separately applied to short-term and long-term planning, there may be conflicts between short-term and long-term planning alternatives. How to modify the framework to better coordinate short-term and long-term planning is another issue requiring future research.
Another limitation is about the data applied in the case study. In China, much of the land use and socio-economic data are managed by governments and are not open to the public. Most data applied in this case study were open-source data with fair quality, such as the Global 30 land cover data, and the statistical socio-economic data. Data quality will impact accountability of the planning alternatives. The performance of the proposed framework needs to be further tested and evaluated in real-life "three-space" and "three-line" planning that involves both academia and the government who can provide more comprehensive and high-quality data.
Finally, both the Chinese government and the planning community have regarded "three-space" and "three-line" planning as an essential measure for city-level and county-level "multiple-plan integration". However, the problem of multiple planning conflicts could not be solved by simply implementing "three-space" and "three-line" planning. Instead, a top-down reform of China's spatial planning system is required. The National Spatial Planning Guideline was published in 2017, and many provinces have completed the spatial planning reform at the province level. City-level and county-level planning will be the focus of the next stage of reform. From our viewpoint, there are two critical issues as for the spatial planning reform at the city and county level. One is how to implement the "three-space" and "three-line" planning, which is the focus of this study; the other is how to develop special planning based on the "three-space" and "three-line" planning, which requires further study. 
